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HANetf Brings Global Innovation and Cloud Computing ETFs to Europe
•

•

Multi-Billion Dollar GinsGlobal Index Funds joins forces with HANetf for ETF debut
• HAN-GINS Global Innovative Technology UCITS ETF (ITEK)
• HAN-GINS Global Cloud Technology UCITS ETF (SKYY)

First traditional asset manager and second client to list in Europe via HANetf platform

London, October 2018 – HANetf, Europe’s first independent ‘white-label’ UCITS ETF platform is
delighted to announce that the HAN-GINS Cloud Technology UCITS ETF (SKYY) and HAN-GINS Global
Innovative Technologies ETF (ITEK), will launch on London Stock Exchange on 10th October, 2018
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The two new ETFs enable investors to gain exposure to companies leading transformative
technological and industrial innovation on a global basis. The new ETFs have been developed with
GinsGlobal Index Funds, a multi-billion dollar global asset management organisation, as their
inaugural European funds and first ETFs.
The HAN-GINS Cloud Technology UCITS ETF (SKYY) tracks the Solactive Cloud Technology Index, an
index of leading companies that are active in the field of cloud-based software and services. The
fund uses an artificial intelligence process to identify and capture a global cloud technology
opportunity set with constituents weighted by market capitalization and capped at 4%. The fund
has a TER of 75 bps.
The HAN-GINS Global Innovative Technology UCITS ETF (ITEK) tracks the Solactive Innovative
Technologies Index, a diversified, global index of pioneering companies that are poised to create and
benefit from tomorrow’s industrial revolutions. The fund targets companies involved in Robotics &
Automation, Cloud Computing & Big Data, Cyber Security, Future Cars, Genomics, Social Media,
Augmented and Virtual Reality and Blockchain, enabling investors to gain exposure to many worldchanging, high-growth sectors in a single trade. The fund has TER of 75 bps
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With these launches, GinsGlobal becomes the second U.S. asset manager, (following Big Tree
Capital’s launch of EMQQ earlier this month), and the first institutional asset manager to launch a
UCITS ETF through the HANetf platform.
The launch demonstrates barriers to European ETF market entry have been effectively dismantled
by HANetf, emulating the approach of the US ETF industry where asset managers using a white
label platform to launch ETFs has becomecommonplace.
Anthony Ginsberg, Founder and Managing Director of GinsGlobal Index Funds said: “We’re delighted
to be partnering with the HANetf team on our first European ETF offerings. We believe HANetf’s Irish
platform is an attractive proposition for many global investors as they have made our transition
from mutual funds to ETFs as smooth as possible. Our unique theme-based ETFs focusing on Cloud
Computing and Innovative Technologies will provide European investors with easy low-cost access to
dynamic global companies representing the Fourth Industrial Revolution. These two ETFs, include
leaders in Robotics, Artificial Intelligence, Cyber Security, Social Media, Future Cars, Blockchain,
Cloud Computing and Genomics. Investors benefit from Solactive’s broad-based indices - including
household names from the US, China and Europe, plus many other ground-breaking companies.”
Nik Bienkowski, co-Founder and co-CEO at HANetf, said: “GinsGlobal has successful and wellestablished institutional funds in the U.S., and their team identified the opportunity to future-proof
their business and extend their distribution via a European ETF offering. These launches
demonstrate that the barriers to entry to the European ETF markets have been totally dismantled.
No longer do asset managers need a European footprint, or their own ETF infrastructure to benefit
from the disruptive distribution power of ETFs. We are delighted to have worked with GinsGlobal to
bring these exciting new propositions to European investors.”
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About HANetf:
HANetf is Europe’s first independent white label ETF platform, providing an efficient, cost effective solution
for asset managers and financial institutions seeking to enter the European ETF market.
HANetf’s innovative platform provides a turnkey solution combining product development, compliance, capital
markets, sales, marketing and distribution.
Founded by two of Europe’s leading ETF entrepreneurs, Hector McNeil and Nik Bienkowski, HANetf has the
operational and regulatory experience necessary to manage the complexities of launching and managing and ETF.
www.hanetf.com
About Gins Global Index Funds
Gins Global Index Funds is a global based asset management company specializing in index mutual funds,
structured products and capital guaranteed funds for institutional and private investors. Founded in 2000, the
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company manages over
$2 billion across its product suite and has operations in North America, Asia-Pacific, Middle East and Africa.
Disclaimers
Important Information
The content in this document is issued by HANetf Limited (“HANetf”), an appointed representative of Mirabella
Advisers LLP, which is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority (“FCA”). For professional clients
only. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance. Any historical performance included on
this document may be based on back testing. Back testing is the process of evaluating an investment strategy by
applying it to historical data to simulate what the performance of such strategy would have been. Back tested
performance is purely hypothetical and is provided on this document solely for informational purposes. Back
tested data does not represent actual performance and should not be interpreted as an indication of actual or
future performance. The value of any investment may be affected by exchange rate movements.
Any decision to invest should be based on the information contained in the appropriate prospectus and after
seeking independent investment, tax and legal advice. These products may not be available in your market or
suitable for you. The content of this document does not constitute investment advice nor an offer for sale nor a
solicitation of an offer to buy any product or make any investment. An investment in an ETF is dependent on the
performance of the underlying index, less costs, but it is not expected to match that performance precisely.
ETFs involve numerous risks including among others, general market risks relating to the relevant underlying
index, exchange rate risks, interest rate risks, inflationary risks, liquidity risks and legal and regulatory risks.
The information contained on this document is not, and under no circumstances is to be construed as, an
advertisement or any other step in furtherance of a public offering of shares in the United States or any province or
territory thereof, where none of the Issuers or their products are authorised or registered for distribution and
where no prospectus of any of the Issuers has been filed with any securities commission or regulatory authority. No
document or information on this document should be taken, transmitted or distributed (directly or indirectly) into
the United States. None of the Issuers, nor any securities issued by them, have been or will be registered under the
United States Securities Act of 1933 or the Investment Company Act of 1940 or qualified under any applicable state
securities statutes. The products discussed on this document are issued by HANetf ICAV.
This document may contain forward looking statements including statements regarding our belief or current
expectations with regards to the performance of certain assets classes and/or sectors. Forward looking statements
are subject to certain risks, uncertainties and assumptions. There can be no assurance that such statements will be
accurate and actual results could differ materially from those anticipated in such statements. Therefore, readers
are cautioned not to place undue reliance on these forward-looking statements. HANetf ICAV is an open-ended
Irish collective asset management vehicle which is constituted as an umbrella fund with segregated liability
between sub-funds and with variable capital organised under the laws of Ireland and authorised by the Central
Bank of Ireland (“CBI”). Investors should read the prospectus of HANetf ICAV (“HANetf Prospectus”) before
investing and should refer to the section of the HANetf Prospectus entitled ‘Risk Factors’ for further details of risks
associated with an investment in the Shares

Risk Factors
CAPITAL AT RISK: ETFs are tracking instruments: Their risk profile is similar to a direct investment in the Underlying
Index. Investors' capital is fully at risk and investors may not get back the amount originally invested. REPLICATION
RISK: The fund objectives might not be reached due to unexpected events on the underlying markets which will
impact the index calculation and the efficient fund replication. Physically replicated ETFs may have counterparty
risk resulting from the use of a Securities Lending Programme. UNDERLYING RISK: The Underlying Index of a HANetf
ETF may be complex and volatile. ETFs exposed to Emerging Markets carry a greater risk of potential loss than
investment in Developed Markets as they are exposed to a wide range of unpredictable Emerging Market risks.
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CURRENCY RISK: ETFs may be exposed to currency risk if the ETF is denominated in a currency different to that of
the Underlying Index they are tracking. This means that exchange rate fluctuations could have a negative or
positive effect on returns. LIQUIDITY RISK: Liquidity is provided by registered market- makers on the respective
stock exchange where the ETF is listed. On-exchange liquidity may be limited as a result of a suspension in the
underlying market represented by the Underlying Index tracked by the ETF; a failure in the systems of one of the
relevant stock exchanges, HANetf or other market-maker systems; or an abnormal trading situation or event.
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